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Local Habitat
for Humanity
chief, an exbanker, says:
‘Why help 1
or 2 families a
year; maybe
we can do 100’

Mark &
Martha’s
Vineyard

‘I’m entrepreneurial,’
says Adam Feldman,
Executive Director
of the Glens Falls area
Habitat for Humanity, in
his office above Habitat’s
Re-Store on Route 9 in
Moreau. He said he’s a
former Lehman Brothers
banker.”

By Mark Frost
Chronicle Editor

I’d never been to Martha’s
Vineyard until last weekend,
when Sandy and I celebrated
our anniversary there. Sandy
loves the Vineyard. In recent
years she’s gone there every
summer, with one friend or
another. Always trying to get me
there. We enjoyed our three-day
get-away. I’d go back.
•
Martha’s Vineyard is famously woke, rich and Democratic. You see plenty of “Black
Lives Matter” banners and
other declarations of progressivism. A favorite citadel of the
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Adirondack. It’s a first for Habitat for Humanity “anywhere in the world,” to his knowledge,
Mr. Feldman tells The Chronicle. “Why help one
or two families a year, which has been our model
so far? Is there a way we can do 100?”
He says, “Owners Dan and Pamela Valente
have offered a philanthropic bargain sale” of the
Please turn to page 11

proved since my letter almost a
year ago. Ongoing severe inflation, out of control crime in cities, racism in the schools, and
open borders remain the order
of the day.
But Americans are waking up,
and are going to take back the
country from the central committee. As a result, the predicted lies, smears and diversions
are flowing furiously from staterun media. The Disinformation
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supporters claim the committee is biased. They urge us not
to watch the televised reports.
Good citizenship requires us
to go on line and watch the
committee’s reports. Judge for
yourself. Most of the important
evidence is testimony under
oath by Trump’s advisors, employees and family members.
Donald Trump knew he lost
the election. Judges he appointed ruled against him. His

To the Editor:
Thoughts before voting:
The January 6th committee
presented clear, fair evidence
of what led to that day’s events
and how they unfolded. Trump
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‘Donald Trump
knew he lost, tried
to steal election;
Stefanik & Zeldin
embrace violations’
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You know how Habitat for Humanity builds
houses for families?
Picture the classic scene: A swarm of community volunteers
hammers boards,
muds sheetrock,
raises walls. The
beneficiary family puts in “sweat
equity” on the way
to home ownership.
The house is built.
A key is handed
over, threshold
crossed, maybe a
whoop of celebration.
Adam Feldman,
the executive director of Glens Falls Area Habitat for Humanity, has
a new plan: Build a 25-unit mixed income condo building in Queensbury at Fairfield Properties, on Baybridge, off Bay Road, near SUNY

rong@
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Pierrette Baldwin
documentary as told
by her grandson º 11
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GF Habitat
plans 25-unit
Qby. condo;
thought to be
a world first

Editor,
Anyone with eyes can see the
disastrous results inflicted on
Americans by the “central committee” which is running our
government. Nothing has im-
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Says things have
only gotten worse;
urges: ‘Take back
country from the
Central Committee’
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